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Jamal Lewis
Legendary Baltimore Ravens Running Back and Entrepreneur
As an NFL running back, Jamal Lewis, who played for both the Baltimore Ravens
and Cleveland Browns, was hard to slow down. Now retired from the NFL, he is
moving just as fast in the business world.

Ravens
Lewis is best known for his career as a Raven, where he helped the team win
Super Bowl XXXV as a rookie. Lewis is also known for his outstanding 2003
season, where he rushed for 2,066 yards, which is third-most of all-time, behind
Eric Dickerson and Adrian Peterson. That same year, Lewis also rushed for 295
yards in one game, which was the single-game record until Adrian Peterson
rushed for 296 yards in 2007. Lewis was inducted into the Ravens' Ring of Honor
on September 27, 2012.

Business
Lewis had many opportunities afforded by playing in the NFL, not only the networking and business introductions, but the
preparation management and leadership skills that are part of being successful on the field and the importance of learning to
apply those skills in the business world. In 2007, Lewis went a step further, attending the NFL’s Entrepreneurial Studies
program at Harvard University’s Business School.

Entrepreneurship
Lewis owned a Moe’s Southwest Grille franchise, Logistics company operating a fleet of 250 trucks doing business with fortune
100 companies such as Coke, Publix, Wal-Mart, etc. Jamal quickly discovered he was more drawn to roles that involved sales,
marketing and business development. Today, he's the president of Southeast Exhibits and Events. Specializing in trade show
exhibit design, fabrication, print and installation of booth properties. Southeast was also a minority sub responsible for signage
at both Mercedes-Benz Stadium and SunTrust Park in Atlanta.
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